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COMISS10N OIL BULLETIN NO. 81 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 19th January 1981 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleu• products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Com~unity's average external supplies of crude oil 





the•pre-tax consU11er prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extfnt that they increased by an average of around 108%in the Community. 
if ~hese pri~es had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, t'fie 
' . figure would. have been 118%in$tead of 108%. 
" I 
(1) This level it p1rticu~1rly sensitive to variations in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various n•tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period·, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies • 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN . 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSKlN DES cor,,,MlJ'JAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
'· 
e..: 
.::...:..:;,__ .......... u ~-·. '_. . •. - . 
WEEKLY INO!::rr~E :c~s~·ER PRlCES LEVELS IN THE co··~,1,,. TIXES lN~ OUTIE5 EXCL~,eo (1) 
frices at : 19.1.1981 
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a) Weighttd avtrage<5> 
b) Wrighttd avtragr in 
19.1.1981 /15.12.78 
c> Wtightrd average on 
concerneJ products 
19.1.1981 /15.12.78 
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(1) Price ltvel : price levtl most often applied and thus rrprtstntative according to the best estimates of the e•prrts of the 
aember states of the oil aarket in each aellbi<' state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for dtliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres· 
(4) Priers for de-',,,...,.,. l~~ tt..lA 2,000 tOnnes per 11onth or less than 24.000 tonnes oer rtar. 










JULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO. 81 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des pria hors droits et taxes i la consomaation en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicativt consuaer prices levrls in national currencits - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 19.1.1981. 
I [ 
• Essrnce Super Essence Noraale Gasoi l Moteur Gasoil Chauff age I fut>l r~s Premium Gasoline Rrgular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil I Residual ·~ 1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L I To"n 
fl 12.400 11.680 11.134 9.983 j ?.947 CD 2.030 1.980 2.010 1.815 1.500 Dfl 695 650 635 583 ... ,, 
,, 1.646,90 1.557,20 1.472,10 1.398,50 ! 1.014 It lrl. 192,98 187 ,49 190,11 167,68 ~30,)8 
Lfret 322,810 293,150 288,050 275,550 i9B,;',? 
fl 774,93 746,12 C:.90,20 629,&0 4<;"!}, 12 
It An9l. 156,30 152,50 172,60 156,20 I (..Jl),()(I 
··-
id,,el 
el 011 . 
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CO .... ISSION OIL 8\A.LETIN N0.82 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to th£ formation of pr;ces in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to grtattr 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
FrOffl 31st Dece•btr 1978 to 26th January 1981 the prfcts of crude oil 
and petroleum products hive evolved 11 follows tn current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 173X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre·t11 con1U11er prices for the principal otl product1<1> reflected 
increases tn price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 105X in the Community. 
c) if the11 prices had been tn ltne with tht Rotterdam spot prtc11, the 
figure would have bten 114Xlnstead of 105X. 
(1) This level ts particularly sensitive to vart1tton1 1n the value of tht 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURO~ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KO.MSSON DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNmES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EmPOnH TON EYPOllAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN · 
C!L E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.12 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSC'!ER PRICES u..-E_S IN THE CO!'l'IUNlTY. TAXES At.10 DUTIES EXCtU!>ED (1) 










a> Weighted 1ver1gec5> 
b) Weighted average tn I 
26.1.1981/15.12.78 
c> Weighted 1ver1gt on 
concerneJ products 
26.1.1981/15.12.78 
d) V1ri1tions tn I 
Platts quotations 
26.1.1981/15.12.78 
P~e~1ua ~1sol;,... Re;u~1r gasoline 












Autofflotive diesel oil 


























Residual fuel oil , 













<1> Price level: price level aost often applied incl thus representative according to the belt 11ti .. te1 of the e11Ptrt1 of the 
ae11ber sutes of the oil urht in each aellblr state. 
C2> PUlllp Pdces 
(3) Prices for deliver;H of 2,000 - 5,000 litrtt_. 
<4> Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The 1ver1ge results of weighting tht quantities concerned dur;ng the l11t quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
ltlgiqut 
taneaark 






IIULLETIN PETROLlER C.E.E. N0.82 
liveaua indic1tifs hebdolladaires des pria hors drott1 tt taxes• la consoa111tion en aonnaies n1tionalt1 
Vttkly indicative consuaer prictt levels in nattona.l currenctt1 - Taatt tnd dutttt eacludtd. 
Prix au 26.1.1981. 
f11enct S~r E11enct Norule Gasoil floteur Ga1oil Chauff1ge Fuel rt1idutl 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasol;ne Autoaot;v, o;esel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000I. TOMI 
f8 12.400 11.680 11.134 9.983 8.031 
CD 2.095 2.045 2.015 1.825 1.510 
Dfl 713 668 635 587 440 
,, 1.646,90 1.557,20 1.472,10 1.391,50 1.014 
It lrl. 192,98 187,49 180,26 167,68 129,94 
LirH 322,810 293,150 288,050 275,550 207,931 
Fl 774,93 746,12 690,20 629,80 493,12 
It Angl. 156,30 152,50 171,60 156,20 96,00 
·~. 
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C°"1'11SSION OIL BULLETIN N0.83 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to th£ formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 2nd February. 1981 tht pr1ctt of crude otl 
and petroleum products have evolv.«f 11 follows tn current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 173X 11 a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
(1) b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil end imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 102% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been 114% insuad of 102X. 
(1) This level 11 particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROm:ISKE F.IELLESSKABER - KOMMSSION DER EI.R)PAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMlvtSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMLtW.ITES ElRJPEE~S - EnJTPOrH'TON EYP011All<ON KOtNO'fl-ffflN 
COMMISSIONE DELLE CQMU\IITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN OE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN . 
-
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 83 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables which indicate,at 15th November 1980 consumption price 
levels most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal 
petroleum products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
(with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding 
on· the one hand the price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis in 
each of the Commissio,,'s Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges 
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OJL E.e.c. B1JLLE:·1N N,. 8~ 
WEEKLY JNOJCATIVE CONSL"'ER PRICES LEVELi'JN THE co-~uNITY. TAXES AN~ OUTJES EXCLUDED (1) 
' Prices at : 2.2.1981. 











., Weighttd avtrage<5> 
b) Weighted averagt ift I 
2.2.81 /15.12.71 
c> Wtighttd avtragt Oft 
conctrntd products 
2.2.81 /15.1.Z.78 
d> variations in I 
Platts quotations 
2.2,81 115.12.71 













1/1000,L (2) 1/1000 (3) l/1CCO kg (4> 
326,29 292,24 235,24 
310,95 281,63 233,02 
301,77 278,01 211,41 
303,QB 287,93 218,85 
390,92 297,26 230,34 
288,41 275,89 209,12 
314,22 287,91 222,56 
404,43 371,20 226,25 
.316,58 292,67 218,94 
121 1021 1301 
1021 
1061 1061 
. I 1561 
(1) Price level: price levtl aost often applitd and thus representative according to tht best tstiaates of tht tapert1 of tht 
aeaber states of tht oil Nrket in tach •ellblr statt. 
<2> Pump PricH 
(3) PricH for del tnries of 2,000 - 5,000 lttrH.-
(4) Prices for dtlivtrits ltSI than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes Ptr year. 
(5) Tht averagt results of veighting the quantitits ~oncerned during the last quarttr 78 and tht first three quarters 1979. 
~ Tues 
IELGlQUE (FB> 13.460 
DANEflARK (Kr) 2.791 
ALLENAGNE (Ofl) 580, 12 
PRIX OE VENTE DES PROOUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATlQUES AU: 15 novtabrt 1980. 
C A R 8 U R A N T S 
Esstnce Super Essence Noraalt 
Pria floyens Prh Noyens 
I Hors ~ 1 Hors Prh de ~ vente ~ s Tues axes
11.840 25.300 13.320 11.280 
2,039 4.830 2.780,20 1.989,80 
637,88 1.218 574,31 593,19 
FRANCE ( ff) 1.982, 10 . 1.527,90 3.510 1.861,90 1.438, 10 
IRLANDE <t:> 166,70 177 ,55 344,25 166,24 172,98 
ITALIE (Lires> 475.190 299.810 775,000 469.850 270.150 
PAYS 8AS(fl) 758,37 723,63 1.482,00 753,18 694,82 
lvYAUflE•UNl (t) 136,50 143,00 279,50 135,90 139,30 
Tau• dt change au 17,11.1980 
lasoil llotttur 
Prix aoytns 
Hors Pria de Droits Prh de 
~ ~ vente vente Tue.s 
24.600 7.030 10.850 17.880 
4.770 863,10 1.926,90 2.790 
1.167,50 550,78 612,12 1.162,90 
3.300 1.137 1.353 2.490 
339,22 104,51 177,28 281,79 
740.000 66.440 270.560 337.000 
1.448,00 336,20 645,80 982,00 
275,20 139,40 162,60 302,00 
1 dollar • 30,9625 Fl - 5,91 CD - 1,9247 D.fl. - 4,4605 FF - 914,25 Lires - 2,0875 FL. - 0,4185 t angl. - 0,5162 l irl. 
1 ,cu = 41,1746 ~B - 7,85924 CD - 2,55951 Dfl - 5,93167 FF - 1.215,79 Lires - 2,77600 Fl. - 0,556644 langl.- 0,686466 l irl, 
.· 
. 










Cen IIOflnai•• national .. ) 
. 
PRII OE VENTE DES PIIODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRII PRATIQUES AU: 15.11.1980 • 
.COIUUSTIILII 
la10tl c~auffa,. <1.000 L)Ct> Fuel lourd ._ t .s. Ctonne> C~J 
;. Prta .,.... 
. Droits Nora ~ . --r.: .. , .... 
IELGIQUE CFI) 1.550 9.700 
OANENARIC CD) 820,74 1.734,26 
ALLENAGNE COIi) 89,74 544,30 
FRANCE CFFJ 397,90 1.287,10 
IRL:ANDE ct) 15,38 152,31 
lTALIE (Urn) 64.925 259.775 
PAYS-tAS (FL) 144,49 581,80 
ROYAUNE-utl 7,70 144,60 
(1) Livrai1on1 unitatr•s de 2000 6 5000 lftr•• 













BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. HO. 83 
• 
Prta ao,eM. _ 
~ 
~ Nora Prta Drotu ~.. • , .... V•nt• 
- 7.570 7.570 
410 1.240 1.650 
15 380,04 395,04 
1 945 946 
15,92 105,10 121,02 
1.000 181.307 182.307 
15,08 399,27 414,35 
8,01 84,54 . 92,55 
Niveaux indicatifs hebdo•adaire, des prix hors droits et taxes 6 la consoaaation en aonnaies national•• 
weakly indlcativ. consumer prices levels in national curr~ies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prix au 2.2.1981. 
Essence Super Essence NorNle Gasoi l Noteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel rtsidu•l 
PrHiu• Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel HHting Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1DOOL 1000L Tonn• 
Fl 12.560 11.920 11.030 9.879 7.952 
CD 2.095 2.045 2.015 1.825 1.510 
011 716 671 635 585 445 
FF 1.646,90 1.557,20 1.472,10 1.398,50 1.063 
It lrl. 220,62 215,99 220,52 167,69 129,94 
Ltres 322.810 293.150 288.050 275.550 209.563 
Fl 800,36 771,54 717 ,37 657,30 508,12 
It Angl. 155,40 151,50 171,60 157,50 96,00 
·~· 
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COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.84 1'/!1. 9/ 
Th, weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
1v1ilable data relating to tht formation of prices in the Community. 
Tht Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to grtattr 
transparency 1s regards Community oil markets. 
Fro• 31st December 1978 to 9th February 1981 tht prices of crude o1 l 
and petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 173X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) tht prt·ta• consumer prtce1 for the princip1l oil products<1> reflected 
incre1ses 1n price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
txttnt th1t they increased by 1n average of 1round 102% in the Community. 
c) ff th111 prices hid been in lint with the Rotterd1m spot pricts, the 
figure would have been 114% instead of 102%. 
(1) This ltvtl is parttcuLarly sensitive to vari1tton1 tn the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed 1n nat;onal currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation ~f the dollar results in a fall in prices expresstd in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar le1ds t~ 
e cisc io dollec oc1EC!· 
·----'------------------------·---·-- ----------
OIL E.E.C. E~LLE'.!\ .. ,.84 
WEEKLY !•,O!CATI,E COI\ISL'!IIEII PRICES LE, E~S I'I '!'l'E CO"!'!UtjlTY. T:.XES AIII:> DUTIES EX'.~~:ED (1) 
•.. Prices at : 9.2.1981. 
P~•~iu;a ~soline R•gular gas~lin• I Autc~~t;v~ Uies~t uH Hnting oil I Resicual fue. l/"000 " (2) I 1/1000 L <2> 
' 
1110:.J L (2) 111000 (3) l/1COO Ilg CO 
. 
Belgiua 380.,53 359,52 335,65 302,12 240,66 
Der,111a•lt 319,28 311,66 307,09 278,13 230,13 
' Ge,,.,,,,, 334,97 313,91 299,41 277,42 210,52 
Fran,, 346,46 328,23 310,95 296,01 215,81 
Irelalld 384,89 376,81 384,71 292,55 226,69 
ltal1 318,74 289,45 284,42 272,08 211,64 
ti.thtrlands 345,35 332,91 309,54 283,62 219,25 
U.IC. 361,08 352,19 399,20 368,33 223,80 
E.E.C. 
a) Weight•d average<5> 343,96 323,52 315,90 293,76 217,73 
b) Weighttd av•rage in I 791 761 821 1031 1281 9.2.81 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 1021 9 .2 .81 115.12. 78 
d) Vadations in I I 771 I 751 
' 
1071 I 1071 I 1551 Platts quotations 9.2.81 /15.12.78 
(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best esti•ates of the eaperts of tht 
aeaber states of the .oil aarket in each aeablr state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per •onth or less than 24,000 tonnes per ,ear. 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.84 
Niveaua indicatifs hebdoaadaires des pri• hors droits tt taaes 6 la consoaaation en aonnaies nationaltl 
Weekl1 indicative consumer prices levels in national currenc:i.ts - Taaes and duties ••eluded. 
Prh au 9.2.1981. 
Esnnce SuPt'r Essence Norult Gasoi l lloteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel rhldvtl 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 10CIOL 1000L Tonn, 
Fl 13.040 12.320 11.502 10.353 8.247 
co 2.095 2.045 2.015 1.825 1.510 
o" 716 671 640 593 450 
Ff 1. 706,50 1.616,70 1.5:S1 ,60 1.458 1.063 
I[ Irl. 220,62 215,99 220,52 167,69 129,94 
Lirtl 322.810 293.150 288.050 275.550 214.344 
Fl 800,36 771,54 717,37 657,30 508,12 
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CO .... ISSION OIL 8ULLETft!!~S o/l.f('J. '-/f 
, ____________________ , _____________ _ 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation oi prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers ~hat these b~lletins should contribute to greater 
transparency es regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 16th February 1981 tht prices of crude oil 
end petroleum products have evolv.«f at follows in current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Community's avtr19f external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 173% 11 a result of the dtchtons taken by the o1l exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for t~e principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil end imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by en average of around 94% in the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with tht Rotterdam spot pric11, tht 
figure would have bHn109X 1nsteid of94X. 
(1) This level 11 particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the 
dollar in relation to the verio~s national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencie• are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely I decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
1 rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which ~ndicates consumption price levels 
expressed tn the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - Ka.AMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN Ca.AMUNITIES - Ca.AMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOOH TON EYPOflAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE Ca.AUNITA EUROPEE - Ca.AMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
OIL E.E.C. !'.!i.LEi!N •.,. S5 
WEHL~ ;_,,tCA1~~·11£ OV.St."'.£.a ~•It£S LE'.E!.S IN T~E COIMl!/NITY. T-&X£S ANO 1>UT1ES :iXClU,£0 (H 
Prices H: ,·1~.2.'l11111. 
•· 
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•Veir~ttd 1v,r1g4!<5> '' aJ 
b) Veight~d a,nragt ·in I 
.. 16.2.1981/15,tl,,3 




, · I' 












Plat s quotatior.1. :111 101 
16.: .1981/15, f2,7ll 
111000 L (2) 1/tOIJO ·t3) 
314,51 ~Tl 
298,44 l68,'f4 




. Z93,J4 264,77 
384,45 .JS4,'12 
















4) Var' t ions in :i: · I I I 
-·--- -------.--·-'----------lL----------'----------...L.-------.!--------
(0 Pri, i level : prire LP.vel aost often -,,plied 1nd thus ,....,.._:nnt•ti•t &eeording to the best Htia1tn of the experts ·of the 
me111ber states r,•I I.he c il 11arket in each aellber state. 
C2l· Pu"'r Prices 
· (3} Pri, s fr,. delheriu of 2,000 • 5,000 litrts .. 
· (4l Pri, s fc,. del iVtries LP.ii than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or lns ·tflian~11JO·'t'OnneS ,,., year. • 
. <5l The 1ver1gt res1,1I ts of ~,~,ghting tht qu•ntities concer!Wd during file :\,at 4'Mrttr 78 1nd the ftrst thftt .quarttrs 1979. 
! ! BULLETIN PETRQL(£R .C.EL ft0;&5 
Hi,,eaua lnd;catifs hebdoudeir.es des prill hors ·droi:ts .ft -t-..,, • la consoaation tn aonnaies nation1lt1 
lid•!kly indicattv, consua.r prices levtls in natiana\ -~s - :1-es and duties eacluded. 
Prix au 16.2.19.81. 
'\ Esstnc.e SUPtr Essene, --.1.e ,a.soi t .llot.eur Gasoil Chauff1ge Fuel rtsiduel 
! Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasol int Autoaot,iwt Dtestl Htating OH Residual Fuel Ot\ 
1000L 1000L mGOL 1000!. Tonne 
. 
13.0t,O 12.-320 't1 .390 10.241 8.156 
2.220 2.170 2l860 1.855 1,510 
725 680 ''642 603 450 
fr·anc.e FF 1.706,JO 1.616,70 
'f. 
1,ffl,,60 1.458 1.12& 
Irlande f lrl.: ' 220,62 215,99 ZZ0,52 167,69 129,94 
.. 
322,810 293,150 zea.oso 27-5.550 217.154 
800,,36 771,54 717,37 657,30 508,12 
,. 
U.K. t Angl, 1$.J,.40 149,60 
·. 110,.70 157.,SO 9S,50 
·---------.. ·--
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAt,.A EKnPOrnnov TYnOi' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BlflEAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
·;·;;·;··;·;····;;;···;··;·······;·;;··;··;;·;;;;· ;·· 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN 011 PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INFDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brusstls, 5th March 1981. 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 86 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 23rd FEbruary 1981 the prices of crude oil 
and petroleum products have evolv~ as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 173'1 as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) (1) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil prod'l(tl reflected 
increases 1n price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 105X in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the 
figure would have been117r.instead of 105r.. 
(1) This level 11 particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed 1n the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EURQP.IEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMlNTES - COMMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnITPOfl-i TON EYPOllAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 86 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables which indicate at 15th December 1980 consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states ot the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
with an indication at the given date of the rate of e~change against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis in each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 









OI~ E.E.C. e·. ~cE, l'I •;,.86 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUMEII PRI~ES LE."ELS !N T"4E CO""L'"llTY. TOES A',O DUTIES EXCLU,ED (1) 










•> Weighted 1vu1ge<5> 
b) Weighted average in I 
23.2.81 /15.12.78 
c> Weighted average on 
concerneJ products 
23.2.81 /15.12.78 
d) Variations in I 
Platts quotations 
23.2.81 /15.12.78 
Pre:11u,,1 ~asol ire 












Regu;ar gasoline Au-to~otive ditsel o;t ff_nt ing oil 
l/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 
357,17 337, 14 303,36 
333,58 316,67 285,16 
325,83 306,80 292,53 
329,66 312,31 297,30 
329,79 337,78 294,81 
290,96 285,90 273,49 
335,89 312,30 286,15 
339,69 387,60 357,62 
328,12 317,12 294,54 
791 821 1031 
1051 
691 1101 1101 
Residuei futl c 












(1) Price level: price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estiaates of the e•perts of the 
•ember statH of the oil aarket in each aeablr state. 
(2) Pump Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveriH of 2,000 - 5,000 litres.-
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
(5) The average results of weighting the Quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERi 
PRIX PlfATIGUES AU : 15 QFCEl'JBRF l9M, 
--
.COIIBUSTIBlll 
(en aonnaies nationales) 
&asoil chauffage u.ooo u<n flMl lourd N.T.s. Ctonne>(ZJ 
. 
. Prb 801'fll .. Prh ao,en1. _ 
Drotu Hors Prb ~ Hors Pris ~ Drolts --;;::. • .---r.; .. dt Tues V.nte Tuts Yentt 
BELGIQUE (fl) 1.540 9.630 
DMlEMARK (U) 838,77 1.816,23 
ALLEIIAGNE (Dtl) 94,73 582,70 
FRANCE on 417,50 1.398,50 
IRLANDE CD 15,30 152,31 
ITALIE (Llrts) 65.126 261.209 
PAYS-SAS (fl) 152,05 623,80 
ROTAUME-iltl 7,70 144,20 
(1) Livraisons unitaires de 2000 i 5000 litre, 









- 7.967 7.967 
410 1.475 1.885 
15 438,22· 453,22 
1 1.021,30 1.022,30 
15,92 105,10 121,02 
1.000 194.047 195.047 
15,08 438,27 453,35 
8,IM 84,20 . ·92,21 














FRANCE ( FF) 
JRLANDE Ct> 
ITALJE (L; res) 
PAYS BAS(Fl) 
lvYAIIIE•UNJ Ct) 
BULLE'UN f>ETR9hl1R C.E.E. !9•§6 
fffvn1t• in6icati:ts 11,u .. dairH des pria flors droiu et , ... , 6 l• cCIIIIOMethn •n eonnaies lld'Jonale1 









Prta •u 23.2.1981. 
Essence Super Essence Nora•l.e Gasot l Noteur 
Preaiua Gasoline bgular biol iM AulOIIOtivt Oitltl 
1000L 1000L. 1000L 
12.960 12.160 11.478 
2.220 2.170 2.060 
'50 685 645 
1.706,50 1.616,-70 1.531,60 
192,22 187,59 192,13 
322,810 293,-150 a8L050 
800,36 771,54 717,-37 
153,40 149,60 110,.70 
PRIX OE VENTE DES PRODUJTS P£TltOLIERS 
PRU PRATJ.QU£S AU : 15 dec:N.bre 191J· · 
CA. a·u. ANT s 
Essence Super Esunce Nor••le 
Prh Noyens Pria llo,,.al 
~ Hors ~ Hors Pria de ~ vente ~ s T1ats s ••• 
13.520 12.080 25.600 13.340 11.360 
2.809,02 2.120,98 4.930 2.798,20 2.071,IO 
584,23 669,47 1.253,70 578,38 624,42 
2.003,10 1.646,90 3.650 1.882,80 1.557,20 
166,69 177 ,56 344,25 166,23 172,99 
550.190 299.810 850.000 544.850 270.150 
763,02 749,44 1.512,46 757,82 720,63 












&uoi l Chauff191 Fuel rjsiduel 












Droits Hors Prix de 
_..,.;:;;;- ~ vente 
· Taxes 
7.010 10.780- 17.790 
881, 15 2.008,85 2.890 
553,63 633,97 1.187,60 
1,157,90 1.472,10 2.630 
104,51 177,28 281,79 
66.440 270.560 3:?7.000 
343,28 685,17 1.028,45 
139,40 162,80 302,20 
Tau• de change au 15.12.80 
1S = 31,74 FB • 6,~4 15 CD - 1,9712 OIi- - -4,57 FF • 935 Li res• 2,1422 Fl • 0,4281 It 1119l. • 0,5299 It irt. 
1 tcu • 41,2120 FB • 7,84443 CD• 2,55945 ON• 5,93380 FF• 1.214,03 Lires • 2,71161 fl. D,S55951 It angl. - 0,688089 It irl. 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOHXlOY TYflO'{ - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTlllUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH nA TON nno • INFDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA. MIOIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
lru111l1, 12th March 1981. 
COfllMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.87 
Tht wtekly bulltttn, published by tht Co•mi11ton gtve1 tht latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in tht Community. 
The Comm1111on con1fdtr1 that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency at regards Co••un1ty oil aarket1. 
Froa 31st Dece•btr 1978 to 2nd March 1981 the prices of crude otl 
and petroleua products have evolved 11 follow, tn current dollar,: 
1) FOB prices for the Com•un1ty'1 average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by173~ 11 1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
b) the pre~tax consuaer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
incre11es in price for.crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an avtrage of around 104% in the Community. 
c) if thes, prices had been in line with the Rotttrda• spot prices, tht 
figure would have bten 119Xinstead of104X. 
(1) This ltvel is particuLarly sensitive to variations in the value of tht 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar res~~lts in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a declin~ in tht value of tht dollar leads to 
• rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates con1U11ption prtct level• 
1xpr11sed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOOH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 






OIL E,E,C. BU~LEil~ NO,IZ., 
WEEKLY 1~,1CATIVE CC~SL"'ER Pltl!ES LEVELS I~ !ME cc··~~ITY, r,xes AN) DUTIES EXClL'E' <·> 











•> weighted ever• .. '" 
b) Weighted 1ver•ge in I 
2.3.1981115.12.78 
c> Weighted 1ver•ee oa 
concerned products 
.2.3.1981 /15.12.78' 
d) V1ri1tion1· in I 
Platts quotations 
2.3.1981 /15.12.78 
P~c.1iu:~ iHOl ,,,~ bgu!•r snolir,e_ 












Autor,etive diesel oil tlHt i r•g oil 


























(1) Price level: price level aost often •pplied •lld thus represent•tive •ccording to the best e1ti•1te1 of the eaperts of tlle 
....,. sutes of the oil urllet in each aellblr sute. 
(2) Pullp Pl'ius 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres· 
(4) Prices for deliveries less th.-·2,000 tonnes per month or less th•n 24,000 tonnes per ,e•r. 









P1y1 ... s 
U.IC. 
IIUlLETJN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.87 
llveaua llldlc1tlfs hebdoaedlires des pria hors droits et t1aes • l• consoaution en aonn•ies n1tloneles 
leekl1 lndic1tlve consuaer prices levels in national ~urrencles - T1aes 111d duties ••eluded. 
Prta au 2.3.1911. 
l11ence Super Eis.nee Nor .. le 61101 l Noteur llsoll Ch•uff•ee fU9l rfsiduel Pr .. 11111 Gasoline Regul1r Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residu1l Fuel Oil 1000L 1000L 1000l 1000L Tonne 
fl 12.480 11.840 11.478 10.321 8.098 
CD 2.260 2.210 2.165 1.970 
' 1.585 I 
DII 745 700 660 630 505 
,, 1.706,50 1.616,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.128 
I lrl. 192,22 187,59 192,13 167,69 129,94 
llres 339.760 310.100 305.440 292.830 219.337 
fl . 825,71 796,97 744,49 414,30 523,12 
I Angl. 152,50 148,70 170,70 158,30 95,10 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOH)nOY TYTlO'i' - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORpvoERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDOHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RILIASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRHSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
lru11tl1, 19 th March, 1981. 
COlla'IISSION OIL IULL!TIN WO. 88 
The weekly bulletin, published by tht C011ai11ton gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Co11111isston considers that these bulltttfts 1hould contribute to greater 
transparency as regards C011munity oil •ar•ets. 
Froa 31st Deceaber 1971 to 9th March 1981 tht price, of crude otl 
a> FOB prices for the C011111Untty'11vtr1oe 11ttrn1l suppl its of crude oil 
rose by173 I as I result of tht dect1ion1 taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
(1) b) the pre•ta~ consuaer prices for tht prtnctpal otl product, reflected 
increases in price for crude otl and tmported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 106% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been tn ltn, wtth the Rotterd•• spot prtce1, the 
ftgure vould have bten120X tnstead of 106%. 
(1) This level t1 p1rttcularl1 ttnstttvt to v1rtatton1 tn the value of tht 
dollar in relation to the various nattonal currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, ~hile conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
~ rise in doll•r prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPtEISKE FtELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnA\KON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
' 
. 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 88 
WIEICU INDICAf!VI CONStJIU PIICIS LEVELS IN THE CCIMUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES IXCWtlO en 










•> . V.ighted .,,., ... cs, 
b) Weighted average in I 
9.3.1981 /15. 12.71 
c> Weighted average Oft 
concerned product, 
9.3.1981 /15.12.78 
d) Variations in I 
Platts quotations 
9.3.1981 /15.1Z.71 
Prec:aiua gasol iN . 


























Auto•otive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L CZ> 1/1000 (3) 
337,61 304,74 





330,29 t 288,27 




















<t> Price level : price level IIOlt oft~ applied and thus representative according to tht best esti .. te1 of the tapert1 oft ... 
ae•ber states of tht oil .. ,ktt in each •lltlll' state. • 
<2> Pump Prices 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less tllan 2,000 ~ ,wr ~ er lHs than 24,000 tonMs per ,ev. 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.88 
•ivHUI tndicatifs hebdOaadaires des pria llors droitl et t·aaes • la cons-at ion en aonnaies nationalt1 
Veelll1 indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taaes and duties ••eluded. 
Pril au 9.2.1981. 
111,nct S~r Essence Noraale Gasoil flottur G1soil Ch1uffage Fuel rniduel Prtaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotivt Ditstl Heating Oil •esidual Fuel OH 1000L tOOOL 1000l 1000L Tonne . 
fl 13.040 12.240 11.798 10.647 8.356 
CD 2.260 2.210 2.165 1.970 1.585 
DII 745 700 670 635 505 
,, 1.706,50 1.616,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.129 
If lrl. 192,22 187,59 192,13 167,69 129,94 
Lires 339.760 310.100 305.440 292.830 , 219.337 
Fl 825,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 
If Angl. 151,50 147,70 170,90 158,30 94,90 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOrnnov TYflO'{ - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORoy<)ERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIOIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
lrv11tl1,19 th March, 1981. 
COMISSION OIL IULL!TIII WO. 88 
The weekly bulletin, published by the COIIIMittton gives the latest 
available data relating to the foraation of prices in the Community. 
The Cot1111ission considers that thtst bullttifts 1hould contribute to greeter 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
Froa 31st Dtceaber 1971 to 9th March 1981 tht prict1 of crude otl 
and petroleUtl products h1vt evolved 11 fol'lovt tn current dollars : , 
•. 
1> Foe prices for the Coaunit,•11v1reoe e1t1rn1l SuPPlitt of crude otl 
rose by173 I as I result of the deci1fons taken by the oil txporting 
countries; 
b) the prt•ta1 consuaer prices for tht principal otl products<1> reflected 
increases tn price for crude otl and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by 1n average of around 106% in the Community. 
c> tf these prtces·had been tn lint wtth tht Rotttrd•• spot pricts, the 
figure would have bten120X instead of 106%. 
(1) Thts level ts particuLarl1 senstttve to v1rt1ttons in the valut of the 
dollar fn relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed tn national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed ;n 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
1 rise in doll•r prices. 
Attached also, one table which tndtcates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 




OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 88 
WEEIClY INDitATIVE CONSIJIER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COflflUNITY. TAXES AIIO DUTIES EXS\!UDIO (1) 










1> · W.igllted aver•"> 
II> Weighted aver•~ in I 
9.3.1981 115.12.71 
c) Vei9hted aver1~ Oft 
concerne~ products 
9.3.1981 /15.12.71 
d) variations tn I 
Platts QUOtattons 
9.3.1981 /1S.1Z.78 
Preat .. oasol in1 












Regular gasoline Autoaotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L CZ> 1/1000 L CZ> 1/1000 C3) 
350,33 337,61 304,74 
3:!0,24 323,SZ 294,38 
328,48 314,40 297,91 
321,79 304,85 290,20 
322,41 330,29 288,27 
299,17 294,61 282,S1 
331,05 315,79 290,26 
323,26 373,60 346,46 
325,53 317,19 299,0I 
771 831 1071 
106I 
711 109I 1091 













C1> Price level: price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best esti .. tes of the experts of tlle 
•e•ber states of the oil unet in each •atw state. • 
<2> P11111p Prices 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres.- . 
(4) Prices for deliveries less tllan 2,000 '-S ,-r ~ er .lns than 24,000 tonnes per ,ev. 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.88 
•iveau. tndtc1ttfs helldouctaires des prh llors droits et t·aaes • l1 cons-1tion en aonnaies nattonales 
Vee•l1 indtcattve cons ... r •rices levels in national currencies - T1aes and duties ••eluded. 
Prb au 9.2.1981. 
Essence S~r Essence Nora.le G11oil floteur G1soil Ch1uff1ge fuel rtsiduel Preaiua Gasoline Re9Ul1r Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne . 
f8 13.040 12.240 11.798 10.647 8.356 
CD 2.260 2.210 2.165 1.970 1.585 
'" 
745 700 670 635 505 
ff 1.706,50 1.616,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.121 
I lrl. 192,22 187,59 192,13 167,69 129,94 
Ltres 339.760 310.100 305.440 292.830 , 219.337 
fl 125,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 
I Angl. 151,50 147,70 170,90 158,30 94,90 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOrnnov TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORoyGERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTlllUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKOINDIH rlA TON TYRO • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIOILING AAN DI PIRS 
lrv11tl1,19 th March, 1981. 
COMISSION OIL IULL!TII WO. 88 
The weekly bulletin, published by tht C0111•i11ion gives the latest 
available data relating to the foraation of prices in the Community. 
The Com•isston consider, that thtst bullttiftt 1hould contribute to 9r11t1r 
transparency as regards C011111Unity oil ••rkets. 
Fro. 31st Oeceaber 1971 to 9th March 1981 tht prictt of crude otl 
and petroleua products havt evolved 11 fol'lovt tn current dollar• : · 
· .. 
a> FOB prices for the COtltlUftitJ't 1v1r1ge 11t1rn1l supplits of crudt oil 
rose by173 I as• result of tht dtct1ion1 taktn by the oil ••porting 
countries; 
b) the pre•ta• consuaer pric11 for tht prtnctpal otl product,<1> rtflected 
increases in price for crude otl and imported finished products to the 
e•tent that they increased by an average of around 106% in tht COfllmunity. 
c) if these pr1ces·had been tn ltn, with tht Rotttrda• spot prtc11, tht 
figure 110uld have been120X tnstead of 106%. 
(1) This ltvel 11 parttcuL1rl1 senstt1vt to vartattons in the value of the 
dollar in relation to the various n•tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, ~hile conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise ;n dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed 1n the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAlKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
' 
. 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 88 
IIIEICLY INDICATIVE CONSIIIER PIIICIS LEVELS IN THE CllfllllUNITY. TAXES MD DUTHS EXCUIOIO (1) 










a> · V.ithted aver ... (S> 
b) Weighted average tn I 
9.3.1911 /15. 12.71 
c> Weighted average Oft 
concerned products 
9.3.1911 /15.12.71 
d) Variations tn I 
Platts QUOtet1ont1 
9.3.1981 /15.12.71 
Pr.ah• gasol 1114 

























Autoaottve dtes•l otl HHtint otl 













..sidual fuel on 












C1) Pr;ce level: price leve-l aost often •pplied end thus representative eccordint to the best estiaetes of th• experts of tile 
•e•ber states of th• oil urllet tn each .. llbw state. 
<2> Pu•P Prices 
(3> Pr;ces for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less then 2,000 t'ClnnoPS,,.,. _.. er lMS than 24,000 tonnes per :,ev. 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. NO.II 
liv.aua tndicetifs h•bdoaadeires des pria hors droits et ta .. s • le cons-ation en IIOMeits natione.lH 
lle••l1 tndtcettv• consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taxes end duties ••eluded. 
Prfa au 9.2.1911. 
Essence S~r Essence Nor .. le Gesotl Moteur Gasoil Ch1uffage Fuel r•s I duel Pr .. iua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotfve Dietel Heating Otl Residual Fuel Oil 1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
F8 13.040 12.240 11.798 10.647 1.356 
CD 2.260 2.210 2.165 1.970 1.585 
DN 745 700 670 635 505 
,, 1.706,50 1.616,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.121 
I! lrl. 192,22 187,59 192,13 167,69 129,94 
Lfres 339.760 310.100 305.440 292.830 , 219.337 
Fl 125,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 
I! Angl. 151,50 147,70 170,90 158,30 94,90 
TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMA/lA EKnPOrnnov TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINOIH rlA TON TYRO• INFDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
lrutstlt, 26th March 1981. 
COl'IMISSION on. 8UI.L!TIN NO. 89 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Co••i11ion gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
Tht Comaission con1idtr1 that thtst bullttin1 should contributt to greeter 
transparency 11 regards Community oil markets. 
fro• 31st Deceaber 1978 to 16th March 1981 the prtcet of crude otl 
and petroleut1 products have evolved 11 follovt tn current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for the Comaunity'1 average 11tern1l supplies of crude otl 
rose by 173111 • result of the decisions taken by the oil txporting 
countries; 
(1) 
b) the prt•t11 consuaer prtces for the principal oil products rtflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 110X in the Community. 
c) if these prices had bten in line with the Rotterda• spot pricts, the 
figure would have been 120Xtnst11d of 110%. 
(1) This level 11 parttcuLarly 1en1tttve to variations tn tht v•lue of tht 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall ;n pr;ces express,d in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
·- ·-
- -- -· a::c - 1 •1 a: 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. H 
IIEEICLY INDICATIVE CONSIJIE1t PRICES UVELS 1N THE COMWNlTY. T#+IES MIO OUTlES EICLUOEO (1) 










., Welfllted ever ... <S> 
., Weffllted nerege tn I 
16.3.1981 /15.12.71 
c> Vef9hted average on 
concerned products 
11).3.1981 /15.12.71 






























-Autoaotive di•sel oil Neatint oil 














hsfdual Ml oH 













(1) Price level: price level aost often applied and tllus representative according to the best esti•ates of the eaperts of the 
ae11ber states of the._ of l aarket in each aeablr state. 
CZ> Pu11p Prices ·' · 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less titan 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less then 24,000 tonnes per year. 









BULLETIN PETROLJER C.E.E. N0.89 
Niveaux indfcatifs hebdoa1daires des prix hors droits et taxes• la consoaaation en aonn1ies nationales 
Veekly indicative consuaer prices levels in.n1tion1l currencies - Taxes and duties excluded. 
Prta •u 16.3.1981 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gasoil floteur Gesoil Ch_auffage Fuel rtstduel 
Preaiua Gasoline letular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L UIOOl 1000L Tonne 
Fl 12.800 12.080 11.598 10.448 8.229 
CD 2.340 2.275 2.245 2.055 1.685 
OIi 745 700 670 635 505 
FF. 1.706,50 1.606,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.128 
If lrl. 215,99 211,34 193,00 189,40 156,15 
Ltres 339,760 310,100 305,440 292,754 224,148 
Fl 825,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 
If Angl. 150,60 146,8 0 
-









TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOmnoY TYflOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANHDINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
lrutstlt, 2~th March 1981. 
COMlSSION 011. IULl.!TIN NO. 89 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Comai11ion givts the lattst 
available data rtlating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Coma1ss1on considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency 11 rtgards Community otl m1rket1. 
From 31st Dece•ber 1978 to 16th March 1981 the prtce1 of crude otl 
and petroleUII products have evolved 11 follovt tn current dollars: 
a> FOB prices for the Com•untty't average external supplies of crude otl 
rose by 173111 a result of the decisions taken by the otl txporttng 
countries; 
(1) 
b) the pre-tax consuaer prtce1 for the principal otl products reflected 
increases 1n price for crude otl and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 110% in tht Community. 
c) if these prices had been tn lint with the Rotterd•• spot prices, the 
figure would have been 120X1nstead of 110%. 
(1) This level 11 part1cuLarly senstttvt to variations in the v•lut of the 
dollar in relation to the various n•tional currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar lrads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed 1n the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP.iEISKE F.iELLESSKABER - KOMMISSKlN DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOflAfKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
·-·- ----==-
-· 
- ··2 9 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 82 
IIHIClT INelCATIVI CONSUIIElt PIICES LEVELS IN THE. CONIWIIJTT. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUNt> CU 










•> llelMted 1ver1teCS> 
., llefghted 1Yer1ge In I 
16.3.1981 /15.12.71 
c> llelghted 1ver1ge on 
concerned products 
1..6.3.1981 /15.12.78 






























Aut-tive dleHl oil Heating oil 














lesidual fvtl -otl 













<1> Price levet: price level aost often applied and tiu.. representative 1ccording .. to the best esti11t1s of the experts of the 
aeaber states of the .. oil 11rket in each aellbar state. 
<2> PUIIP Prices • 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices fer deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per eonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per ye.,.. 
<5> The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
BULLETIN PETROLJER C.E.E. N0.89 
lleekly indicative consuaer prices levels in.national currencies - T1aes and duties excluded. 
Prta IU 16.3.1981 
Essence Sup4tr Essence Noraale · G11oi l floteur Gasoil Ch.auff1ge Fuel rtslduel 
Pr .. iua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
Belgique fl 12.IOO 12.080 11.591 10.448 8.229 
taneaarll CD 2.340 2.275 2.245 2.055 1.685 
Alla11gne DII 745 700 670 635 505 
franc• ff· 1.706,50 1.606,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.121 
lrlande It lrl. 215,99 211,34 193,00 189,40 156,15 
ltalie Lire• 339,760 310,100 305,440 292,754 224,148 
Pays-eas fl 825,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 
u.ic. It Angl. 150,60 146,8 0 
-









TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOrnnoY TYnoY - GRUPP() DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIOHING AAN DI PIRS 
lrussels, 26th March 1981. 
COMMISSION Olt. IUt.t.fflN NO. 89 
The weekly bulletin, published by the COlll•ission gives the latest 
available data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Com•ission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
'· 
fro• 31st Oece•btr 1978 to 16th March 1981 the prtce1 of crude otl 
and petroleUII products have evolvf'd a, follovt tn current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for the Comauntty's average external supplies of crude oil 
rose by 1731 as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting 
countries; 
(1) 
b) the pre-tax consuaer prtc11 for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 110% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterda• spot prices, the 
figure would have been 120Xtnsttad of 110%. 
(1) This level 11 particu~arly sensitive to variations 1n the v•lue of the 
dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices 
expressed in national currencies are constant over a given period, 
appreciation of the dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in 
dollars, while conversely a decline in the value of the dollar leads to 
a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels 
expressed in the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 






OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN IIO. 89 
IIH«l.Y IHOU•TIVI CONSUIIH PIIICES UVELS IN TH£ COMIIUIIITY. um AND DUTIES EXCUIIED (1) 










a) lle1tllted aver ... c,, 
,, in I llef9"ted .,,.,. .. , 16.3.198 /15.12.71 
c> llei9hted aver, .. Oft 
concerned products 
t.6.3.1981 /15.12.71 
















bgular gasoline Autoeotive diesel oil •eatint oil 
1/1000 L CZ> l/11DO L (2) C/1000 <3> 
351,:29 337,Z7 303,13 
345,04 340,49 311,67 
333,60 319,3Z 302,64 
326,77 309,57 294,69 
367,55 335,6S 329,39 
304,09 2",52 217,0I 
343,00 3Z0,42 294,51 
3Zl,41 371,0I 359,06 
. 
331,03 322,IO 304,11 
IOI 161 1111 
110I 
711 1101 1101 
11.sidval tw4 on 













(1) Price level: price level aost often applied ind thus representative accord'tfl9 to the best estia1tes of the experts of tile 
••ber states of the.. ol l ••rllet in each .. ..,. state. 
(2)-Puap Prices • 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less thin 24,000 tonnes per year. 
<5> The 1ver191 results of vei9htint the quantities concerned durint tile list quarter 71 and the first three quarters 1979. 
BULLETIN PETROLJER C.E.E. N0.19 
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in.n1tion1l currencies - T1aes and duties excluded. 
Prta au 16.3.1981 
Essence Syper Essence Nora1le 61soil Noteur 6110H Ch.1uff19e Fuel r•stctuel 
Pre•iua Gasoline R1eul1r 61sol ine Autoeotive Diesel Heating Oil Residual fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
lelgfque f8 12.800 12.080 11.598 10.448 1.229 
taneaarll CD 2.340 2.275 Z.245 2.055 1.685 
All1a1gne 
°" 
745 700 670 635 505 
franc• Ff· 1.706,50 1.606,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.121 
lrltnde It lrl. 215,99 211,34 193,00 189,40 156,15 
lt1lie Lire• 339,760 310,100 305,440 292,754 224,148 
P1y1-e11 fl 825,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 










TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMMA EKnPOronoY TYflOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
•• • • •• •• •• • • •• • • •• • • •• • •• • • •• 
.. . . . . . ..... . .. . .. . . ·-·. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 
• •• • • • ••• • • • •• • •• •••• • 
• • • •• •• • • • • •• • ••••• • 
• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRESSE·MEDDEUlSE • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INFORMATION A lA PRESSE 
ANAKDINDIH nA TON nno • INFDRMAZIDNE AUA STAMPA • MEDEDHING AAN DE PERS 
' 
erusstlt, 2nd April 1981. q / 
///t-f/7' COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 90 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest ~vailable 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
tra ~parency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 23rd March 1981 the prices of crude o1l and 
petroleum products have evolved 11 follows 1n current dollars: 
1) FOB prices for the Community•• average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by173 X •~ 1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) (1) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
c> 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 109X in the Community. 
if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
would have been119r. instead of 109X. 
(1) This level 11 particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over I given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in I fall in prices expressed in dollers, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed 1n 
the national currencies. 
. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP/EISKE F/ELLESSKABER - KOMMISSK)N DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 







Cost of Crvdf Ofl tvpplz 
Bullttin No. 90 contains, fnttr elf•,• tabl• fn A~• lfhfc~ t~ovt, 
by mtmbtr state and for the Cot11ttunfty 111 vholt, the quarterly 
dtvtlopm,nt of 1vtragt cff crudt oil supply prices since tht begtnnfng 
of 1977. Th,se av,r1ge cff prfc,s, obt1intd through tht 1ppltcatton of 
1 1976 Council Dfrtctfvt and a Commission impl,m,nttng dtciston of 1977, 
stem from ofl company declarations receiv,d by the Commission vt1 
-' •ember states. This inforaation covers at least 8Sl of crudt otl 
#' •• 
•, ... 
imports and includes local crude production. It gives average quarterly 
costs for each type of crude weighted by Quantities 1upplftd and calcul1t•d 
using the offtct1l ••rktt r1te1 of t1ch1nge to gtvt the •ost reprtsentat~f 
supply cost fndtcattons. 
These ftgur11 can not bt dfrtctly coapared wtth tht ptrctntag, tncr1a1t1 
1n FOB prices shown below which, 11 in 11ch weekly bulletin, reprtstnt 1n 
t1tim1tt of the average fob price increase between two spectftc dates, 
calculated for the Community on the basts of official prices established 
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0~ LE.C. BULLETIN !21 llQ -
IIEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSIJIER PIICES LEVELS IN THE COfUIIUNITY • TAXES AIIID DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
.. 











•> Weighted •ver•te<5> 
b) Weighted •v•r•oe In I 
.. 23._.81 115.12.11 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
l3.3.81 /15.12.71 




Preaiua gasol IN 
0












Regul•r paol ine AutOIIOtive diesel oil Heatlnt oil 
1/1000 l <2> 1/1000 l <2> 1/1000 (3) 
350,03 338,30 304,76 
346,21 341,65 312,73 
334,61 322,73 301,21 
328,19 310,92 295,98 
369,34 337,29 331,00 
297,31 292,84 280,61 
344,48 321,80 295,78 
327,12 380,97 360,10 
. 
. 
331,44 323,42 303,97 
80I 861 110I 
1091 
691 1111 1111 · 
Residual fuel oil 












(1> Price level: price level aost often applied and thus represent•tlve •ccording to the best esti .. tes of the eaperts of tile 
•••lier st•tes of the oil urket in each ••..,. state. 
<2> Pullp Prices 
<3> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres .. 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less th•n 24,000 tonnes per Y••r• 









BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.90 
Niveaua indicatifs hebdoa1d1ires des pria hors droits et taaes 6 l• cons~tion en aonnaies nationales 
Weekly indicative consumer prices levels in n•tion•l currencies - T•••• and duties ••eluded. 
Prl• •u 23.3.1981 
Essence _.r Essence Noraale Gasoi l l'loteur Gasoil Ch1uff1ge Fuel rtsiduel Preaiua.Gasoline Regular Gasoline Automotive Diesel Heating OU Residual Fuel Oil 1000L 1000l 1000l 1000l T-. 
,. 12.640 12.000 11.591 10.448 1.132 
Ct 2.340 2.275 2.245 2.055 1.685 
' DII 745 700 675 630 505 
" 
1.706,50 1.606,70 1.531,60 1.458 1.121 
It lrl. 215,99 211,34 193,00 189,40 154,11 
llres 339.760 110.100 305.440 292.754 225.515 
fl 825,78 796,97 744,49 684,30 523,12 




BULLETIN PETROLIER CEE NO. 90 
EEC OIL BULbETIN NO. 90 
Prix C.A.F. moyens de l'1pprov1s1onneaent en pjtrol brut de l1 
Co•munautt en I par b1ril. 
Average c.1.F. prices of Co•munity supplies of crude oil in I per barrel. 
IEL DEN 
1' Trim 77 12,82 13,70 1st Q 77 
2e Trim 77 12,98 13,90 2nd Q 77 
3' Trim 77 13,71 13,81 3rd Q 77 
4' Trim 77 13,89 13,91 4th Q 77 
1' Trim 78 13,89 13,58 1st Q 78 
2' 1 ri1n 78 13,85 13,87 2nd Q 78 
3' Trim 78 13,83 13,79 3rd Q 78 
4' Trim 78 13,95 13,92 4th Q 78 
1f' Trim 79 14,70 15,12 1st Q 79 
2e Trim 79 16,65 18,20 i'nd Q 79 
3' Trim 79 20,10 22,42 3rd Q 79 
1.' Trim 79 22,47 , 24,75 4th Q 79 
1t' Trim 80 27,98 31,92 1st Q 80 
2e Trim 80 30,47 33,28 2nd Q 80 
3e Trim 80 
-
34,64 3rd Q 80 
. ' 
4' Trim 80 
-
35,24 4th Q 80 
(1) Base 4e Trimestre 1978 = 100 


















FRAN IRE ITAL NETH U.K. 
I/bbl 
13,47 13,54 12,86 13,41 13,40 13,35 
13,81 13,77 13,04 13,84 13,80 13,66 
13,97 13,84 13,20 13,89 13,80 13,78 
14,17 14,06 13,24 13,94 13,75 13,86 
14, 13 14,03 13,17 13,95 13,70 13,80 
14,18 14,03 13,14 13,87 13,67 13,75 
14,25 13,93 13,13 13,80 13,67 13,75 
14,19 13,88 13,29 13,84 13,83 13,87 
14,84 14,80 14,29 15,01 14,85 14,81 
17,11 16,65 16,71 17,36 17,82 17,48 
21,32 20,16 20,81 21,58 21,78 21,53 
24,18 23,11 23,12 24,20 24,05 24,20 
30,63 28,54 29,50 30,20 30,78 30,56 
32,38 31,10 31,20 32,06 33,25 3~,45 
33,90 32,19 32,69 33,76 34,21 33,85 
35,25 33,49 33,69 35,16 34,95 34,92 



















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROI.J> - GROlJ>E DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOrnnoY TYllOV - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE VV00RDVOERDER ' 
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. .. . . . ... . . . .. . .. .... ;·· 
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• •• •• • • • • • ••• • • • • 
PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A lA PRISSI 
ANAIOINDIH rlA TON TYRO• INfDRMAZIDNI AllA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
'! 
.. 
. i lru11tl1, 9th April 1981 • 
COMISSION 01\. 8UL\.!TIN NO. 91 'jtf/ i/, i/ 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest iv1il1ble 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greeter 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 30th March 1981 the prices of crude oil end 
petroleum products hive evolved es follows in current dollars: 
•> FOB prices for the Co•un1ty•1 average external supplies of crude oil rost 
by 173 X es• result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
' (1) b> the pre-tax consuMer prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to.the 
extent that they increased by en average of around 109% in the Community. 
c) if these prices hid been tn line with the Rotterda• spot prtc,1, tht figure 
would have been 118%instead of 109%. 
1
: 
(1) This level ts p1rttcul1rly senstttve to v1rt1tton1 tn the v•.lue of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies ere constant over• given period, eppr•ctation of the 
dollar results in• fall in prices expressed in dollars,. "1hile conversely• 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
: : I : 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption pr:ile.i: ~.evels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
I ~ I 
'I 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP,LEISKE F,lELLESSKABER - KOt..1MISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES•- EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE C~MUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-'I 
: ,r: 
Sell1np pr•ce of P!troleua product• 
The Petroleua Bulletin No. 91 cont,•M IIIOllllt other thtn11, annexed, 
two tables vhtch tndtc1tt at 15th January 1981. consumption prtce levtll 
most often .-sed, including taxes, for each of the principal petrolfllllt 
products in the •••ber states of the COll•untty. 
These prices., exprnsed tn the national currency of tech Member State, 
with an indication at the given date oft"- rate of e1chan~ against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account> al"'t ~ up by adding on 
the one hand the price leis t11 <estfuted on a w-ekly be.sh tn each of 
'·. 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various char~es and taxes 
in force in each Member Country. 
: i .. 




















Oil E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 91 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSl.l'IEI PIICES LEVELS IN THE COl'INUNITT. TAXES AND OUTJES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices at : 30.3.81 










•> Weighted 1vera .. CS) 
b) Weighted 1ver1oe tn I 
30.3.81 /15.12.71 
c> Weighted 1veraoe an 
concerned products 
30.3.81 /15.12.71 
d> V1ri1tion1 1n I 
0












1/1000 L <Z> 1/1000 (J) 1/1000 •• (4) 
333,30 300,23 232,61 
336,65 308,16 . 252,61 
322,96 293,72 238,09 
314,97 300,25 - 224.,71 
375.,54 325,86 246.,15 
288,69 276,70 218.,42 • .'!_-
317.,14 291.,50 222,84 
380.,63 350.,36 226.,63 
. 
323,38 300,19 227,70 




611 691 1081 108l 1641. _;.;,.~ 
(1) Price level : price level aost oft•n 1ppl ied and thus representative according to the best estiNtH of the •~.!I-Of- t111· 
aeaber states of the oil urket in Heh Hllblr state. -. ...:..c.~:.-'--~ 
m :~.:,::~·deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 lit,.... -.~::·:'~-"-~~~;~~'i2,;--:,;-:;; 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
<5> The average results of 11eightino the ~ntities concerned durint the l11t quarter 78 and the ftr1t three cauarter1 197t. 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLIERS 
PRIX PRATIQU£S AU: 15 JANVIER 1981 
'ria pour 1.000 l (en aonn1ies n1tion1les) 
CAR 8 URA.NT S 
Essence Super Essence Nor•1le 
Prh lloyens Prh floyens 
~ Hors Prix de ~ Non ~ vente ~ S S Taaes . ..
1El61QUE (Fl) 13.560 12.240 25.800 13.380 11.520 
DANEflARIC (ICr) 2.789,20 2.030,80 4.820 2.778,84 1.981,16 
ALLEflAGHE (Dfl) 587,62 695,58 1.283,20 581,69. 649,91 
FRANCE C Ff) 2.003, 10 1.646,90 3.650 1.882,80 1.557,20 
IRUNDE (t) 167,96 190,30 358,26 167,51 185,67 
ITALIE • (Li res> 527 .190 322.810 850.000 521.,850 293.150 
PATS BAS(Fl) 785,07 774,93 1.560 779,88 746,12 
RvYAl.l'IE-UNl (t) 137,90 152,60 290,50 137,30 148,80 
Taua de change au 15 janvier 1981 
6asoi l Noteur 
Prh aoyens 






24.900 7.050 10.960 
4.760 881,10 2.008,90 
1.231,60 553,94 636,36 
3.440 1.157,90 1.472.,10 
353,18 105,88 190,88 
815.000 61.950 288.,050 
1.526 "'; 349,74 690,26 
286,10 140, 10 167,-
11 • 32,14 FB • 6,1495 CD - 1,9980 Dfl - 4,6245 FF - 950,80 lire1 - 2,1730 FL. - 0,5333 l irl - 0,4157 l 1n9l. 



















BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.91 
Niveaux inclicatifs hebdolllldaires des prix hors droitl et taxes• la con1111111ation en IIOl'Vlaies national•• 










Prix au 30.3.1911. 
Essence Super Essence Noraale Gasoil lloteur 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel 
1000L 1000L 1000L 
12.620 12.020 11.590 
2.340 2.275 2.245 
745 700 615 
1.749 1.659,20 1.574,10 
215,99 211,34 211,31 
339.760 310.11ICI 305.440 
825,78 796,97 744,49···· .. 
153,50 149,70 169,IO 
PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETltOLIEli 





























(en aonnates nationales) 
Gasotl chauffage <1.000 U (1) 
. Prh IIOY'ftS 
.. 
Droits Hors ~ ~. Taxes 
BELGIQUE (Fl) 1.570 9.810 
D .. NE"AIIIC (d) 838,77 
: 1.816,23 
ALLE"Jc;NE (DN> 94,46 580,60 
FRANCE (Ff) 417,50 1.398,50 
-
lRLANDl (I) -· 1f>6-,20. 15,30 -
-
lTALU (Li res> 60.094 275.656 
PAYS-OAS (FL) 153, 13 629,80 
ROYAUlll•l#ill 7,70 150,30 
ct> Ltvraisons unitaires de 2000 I 5000 litres 













Fuel lourd H.T.s. honne>~ZJ 
• 
Prh aoyena. _ 
~ Hors Prix Orotts ~.. de Taxes Wente 
- 7.624 7.624 
410 1.503 1.913 
15 441,86 456,86 
1 1.014 1.015 




. . 198.25?" :: 199.252 
. -
15,08 - . 493,12 
.SD_!~~O 
-




TALSMANDENS GRUPPE- SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROlP- GROlPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMMA EKnPO:mnov TY!lOY - GRUPP() DEL PORTA.VOCE - BlffAlJ VAN DE 1NOORDVOERDER 
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PRESSE·MEDDHHSE • MITTHlUNG AN DH PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INFORMATION A lA PRESSE 
ANAIOINDIH na TON nno • INFORMAZIONE AUA STAMPA • MEOEDHING AAN DE PERS 
• 
Brussels, 23rd April 1981. 
CO .... ISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.92 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
,, 
From 31st December 1978 to 6th April 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
. petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a> FOB prices for th, Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 X as a result of the dechions taken by the oH exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consu•er prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 106% in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
would have been 114%instead of 106%. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP.lEISKE FJEtlESSKABER - KOMMIS$1QN DER ~UROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - CCWMSSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EmPOllH TON EYPOllAIKON K()t,l()THTQN 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EµROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN • · 
' 
-
Selling price of petroleum products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 92 contains amongst other things, annexed, 
two tables whtch indicate at 15th January 1981. consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states ot the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each Member State, 
with an indication at the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax (estimated on a weekly basis in each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 












.. OIL E.E.c. BULLET!~ 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CCINSIJIII PIICES LEVELS IN THE C°""'1tlTY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUOED (1) 
PrtcH et & 6.4.11 
- ,Preah• .. sol iN hgular 111ol ine Autoaotive di•s•l oil HHtint oil t•sidual fui,l oil 










•> Veight•d 1v.r1 .. CS) 
. -
- -- ·----· -----
Weighted •••r• .. tn I 
"> 6.4.81 115.12.11 
c> Weighted 1v•r1g• on 
concerned products 
6.4.81 ·/15.12.71 
d> V1ri1tion1 in I 
Platts quotations 
6.4,81 /15.12.71 










340,22 326,52 · 
771 711 
681 691 
l/1CXIO L (2) l/1CXIO CJ> l/1CXIO kl (4) 
321,29 · 295,47 229,42 




311,54 296,91 221,47 
372,61 - :· 322,15 243,19 
215,15 274,15 220,71 
312,69 217,43 232,42 
369,61-·- 340,22 . 219,15 
. 
. 
311,99 295,30 225,92 
131 1041 1371 
1061 
1021 1021 160I 
(1) Price level: pr;ce level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best estt .. tes of th• experts of the 
eeaber sUtH of the oil .. rket In each eeablr 1t1t1. 
(2) Puap Pri CH 
(3) Prices for deliveriH of 2,000 - 5,000 litre,.. . 
(4) Prices for deliveries less thin 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
CS> the 1ver1111 results of weighting the quantities concerned dur;ng the last cauarter 71 and the first thr ... qulf'tef'S 1t7t.-
BULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.92 
Niveaua tndic1tif1 hebdottlcf1ires des pria hors droits •t t1111 6 l1 cons011111tion en aonn1i•1 n1tlon1le1 
VeeklJ indlc1tiv• consuaer pric•s levels in national curr•nci•• - T11es and duties eacluct.cl. 
Prta Ml 6.4.1911 
Essence Suswr EsHnct Nor111le Glsoi l lloc.ur 61soil Ch1uff1ge Fuel rtslduel 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular G1sol;111 Autoaotlve Diesel Heating Oil .t11idu1l Fuel OU 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonn• 
Belgiq.- fl 12.560 12,000 11.542 10.311 8,066 
D1nn1rk CD 2,435 2.365 2.290 2,055 1.685 
Alln1gne ... 745 700 685 611 510 




France ,, 1,749 1,659,20 . 1,574,10 1 .500,50 1.119 
lrl1mle It lrl. 215,99 211,36 219,17 
~: 
189,49 143,46 
ltll i• Lires 339.760 310. 100 305.440 292.930 235.836 
P1ys-811 Fl 822,39 776,63 742,IO 682,IO 552,12 
.. 
u.1. It Antle 155,40 
.. 

















• PRIX DE VENT£ DES PRODUITS PETROLlERS 
PRIX PRATlQUES AU : 15 JANVIER 1911 
_:•rti pour 1.a L Cen -.,es nationales) . ---·: - - ...... 
C A I 8 U R A I T S 
.; 
Enence Super E11ence Norule Sasol l lloteur 
.. ;. 
·., Prh lloye,11 Pr ia llo,en1 Prh 110)'en1 
... 
Nori Hors , % Prh ft Droits Prh de Droitl Hors ' ~ vent• ~~ vente --,.;;;- ~ s 
' 
•••• , ..... 
. 
IEL5HUE CFI) 13.560 12.240 25.800 13.380 11.520 24.900 7.0SO 10.960 
·, 
.... ···;, DANEIIARIC (Kr) 2.719,20 2.030,IO 4.120 2.778,14 1.911,16 4.760 
881,10 2.008,90 
. ·---
ALLEMCiNE (DII) 587,62 695,58 1.283,20 581,69, 649,91 1.231,60 553,94 636,36 
. fRANCI ( ff) 2.003,10 1.646,90 3.6SO 1.882,IO 1.557,20 3.440 1.157,90 1.472,10 
IILANOI Ct) 167,96 190,30 358,26 · 167 ,51 185,67 353,18 105,88 190,88 
ITALII (LirH) . --- 527. 190 322.810 850.000 521.,8SO 293. 150 - - 11s.ooo 61.950 288.,050 
., I 
PAYS. IAS<fl) 785,07 774,93 1.560 779,88 746,12 1.S26 349,74 690,26 
lvYAIIIE-uNI (t) 137,90 152,60 290,50 137,30 141,80 286,10 140,10 167,- , 
T•u• de change au 15 j1nvier 1981 
. 11 • 32,14 fB - 6,149S CD - 1,9980 ~ - 4,6245 FF• 950,IO Lires - 2,1730 FL.• 0,5333 t irl - 0,4157 t •ngl • 
1 tcu • 41,4601 FB - 7,93275 CD - 2,57739 Dfl - 5,96553 Ff - 1.226,52 Lires - 2,80313 Fl. - 0,687991 t irl. - 0,536264 t. angl. 
-··. PRIX DE VENTE DES PRODUITS PETROLllRS 
. 
. PRIX PRATlGUIS AU: 15 JANVIER 1911 • 
--
. -
.. . ... ...... . . 
-· . 
.COIIBUST l 8 LI I . .. 
. . . 
<en IIOflft•i•• n•tlon1le1) 




. Prh IIO,eM Prh IIO)'IM . • 
Drottl Nori Prta ~ "°" ~ Drottl Prta --;;::s de ..---;;: .. de l•••s vente TIIH Vent• 
BELGIQUE (fl) 1.570 9.810 11.380 7.624 7.624 
D•NUl•RK (Kl) 838,77 1.816,23 2.65S 410 1.503 1.913 
ALUIIJGHE (DII) 94,46 580,60 675,06 15 441,86 456,86 
FRANCE (ff) 417,50 1.398,50 1.816 1 1.014 1.015 
lRLANDE (I) 15,30 166,20 181,50 15,92 12?,22 138, 14 
llALlE (LlrH) 60.094 275.656 335.750 1.000 198.252 199.252 
PAYS-8AS <FL) 153, 13 629,80 782,93 15,08 493,12 508,20 
ROYAU"E-UNI 7,70 150,30 158,- 8,01 92,51 100,52 
(1) Livr•isons unit•tres de 2000 ~ 5000 litres 
















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S G P - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMMA EKnPOrnnov TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREA VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
' 
PRISSE·MIDDHELSI • MITTlllUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RHIASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH rlA TON TYDO • INFORMAZIDNI ALLA SJAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
• 
Brussels, 30th April 1981. · 
COMISSION OIL BULLETIN No·. 93 
The veekly bUlletin, published by the Commission gives the latest ivailable 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regar~s Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 13th April 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 I as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting·countries; 
' (1) b) the pre•tax consU111er prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in prfce for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 104% in the Community. 
' i 
c) tf these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
• ' I 
vould have been 110%instead of 104%. 
(1) Thf1 level fs pa~ttcularly sensitive to vartatfons in the value of the dollar 
fn relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSlONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAlSCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES ;.. COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES .:. 'EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN . 
" 
·/ • ~ ... j • 
-·+· .. 
. r-,: 
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•·.1---------......i'-----..J..-----J--------L.----..a-----f en ,,tee level t price llWl aost often appl ted and thus reprnentattve accordtne to tlle beat estt•tes of the e.-rta of tlle 





Mllbtr states of tlle otl •rket tn eacll ...., state. 
CU Puap ,,tees 
CJ> .Prices for •uwe;tn of 2,000 • S,GCIO litres' · 
CU ,,tees for •Uwertoa. lns ,,.,. 2,GCIO tonne• per .. tit or. l••• tll•~ 24,GCIO tonnes per year •.. 
CS> TIie ave, ... tHlllts of .. 191tttne tlle cauantttlea concerned durtnt tlla l••• cauarter 71 and tlle first 111, .. quarters 1t7t.· 
.. , .... 







IIULLITIN PETaOLJE• c.1.1. NO. 93 
•t.....a tndtcettf1 llellllD•1d1tre1 des prt• .. ,, droits et ta•••• la c......._ttOII en aonnaiea nationales' 
lwll:, tndluttwe COMUNt prtce1 lovols In national currencies• Taaes and dlfttea Hcluctect. 
,,,. ell 13.4.1911 
lsunce ._., IHfflCe Norule &aaotl lloteur .... H Cllauffage Fuel rfaiduel 
,, .. 11,. .. aoline •et11l1r .. aoltne Aut-tive ttnel Ne•ttn1 on leaidual Fuel Oil 
tOOOL 1CICICIL 1000L 1CICICIL Tonne 
.. 12.800 12.160 11.431 10.293 1.066 
,. ,. 
.. , '2.435 
' 
2.365 ' 2.290 2.055 . · 1.615 
. 
.. 745 700 615 60I 508 
" 
,~n,-----11.65'9~20- 1.574,10 1.500,50 - ---·- ·1.119----
It lrl. 215,99 ·211,36 219,11 ,19,49 .. 143,46 
Lt, .. 339.760 310.100 305.440 292.930 235.603 
fl 122,39 776,63 742,IO 612,IO .. 552,12 
. ) 
I Intl• 155,40 151,60 169,IO 156,30 100,IO 
-,...;. . 
.:: ' . ~,·--··· ··----,-
'·. .. 
'•· 
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OMAAA EKnPOrnnov TYllOY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVQERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDDHHSI • MITTlllUNG AN DH PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANAKDINDIH flA TON TYRO • INF DRMAZIDNI ALLA STAM PA • MEDIDILING AAN DI PIRS 
' 
Brussels, 7th May, 1981. 
COfllflllSS ION OIL BULLETIN NO. 94 
'/'91?. 'II 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commissic>ft gives the latest iveileble 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Comm;ssion cons;ders that these bulletins should contribute to greeter 
transparency es regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 27th Apd l 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved 11 follows in current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by.173 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consu~er prices for the principal oil product1<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by en average of around 102Xin the Community. 
c) if these prices had been in lint with the Rotterda• spot price,, the figure 
would have been 10~instead of 102X. 
• e-, 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to v1r11t1on1 1n the v1lut of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dolla.r prices. 
• 
Attached also, onoe table which indicates·consumption price levels expressed 1n 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROP/EISKE FIELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTiN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOnH TON EYPOnAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIONE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COMMISSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 
-I 
Selling pr1ce of P!trol.ua products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 94 cont11n11aon9tt ottt.r thin91, annexed, 
two tables whi·ch indicate at 15 fevrier 1981 cpnsU11Ption pr1ce levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each "ember State, 
with en indication et the given date of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar end the European Unity of Account) ere made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax <estimated on a weekly basis in each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins) and the various charges and taxes 





OIL E.E.C. IULUTIII NO. M 
WEEKLY INOICATIVI CONSUIIIII PIIICES LEVELS Ill TNE CCIIIIIUNITY. TAXIS AND DUTIES EXCI.UDlt C1) 
Price, et: 27.4.1911 
,:~=-L ~;;l t,- legular 9ISl)l tne Autoeottve dttHl otl 11eat1111 otl 1e1IMl f111l oil 











w .V.ltbted ewere11 In I 
27.4.1911115.12.11 
•> 111tgllt1d 1ver111 on 
concerned products 
27.4.1981"115.12.71 
d> vartat10ftl In I 
Platts quotat1ons 
27.4.1911115.12.71 













111000 L CZ> 111000 CJ) 111000 •1 C4> 
311,GI 215,56 227,71 
334,42 300,10 • 246,0, 
. 
315,0I 271,31 . 230,00 
305,32 291,GI 
. 216,66 
361,41 311,51 241,19 
211,st 269,91 211,14 
301,11 212,S7 221,JI 
361,56 339,26 211,1' 
. 





90I 90I 1SOI 
C1> Prtct ltvtl I price ltvtl aost often applied and tllul reprt1tfttettve eccordt119 to tlle lle1t t1tlaatt1 of tllt t111frt1 of tile 
at•btr 1tatt1 of tht ot l aar••t tn tecll .. .,. atett. 
CZ> Pult,:i Pri c:H 
CJ) Pritts for dtlivtritl of 2,000 • 5,000 lttrtt' . 
(4) PidcH for dtlivtrtH lHI than 2,000 tonntl per -tll or ltll than 24,000 tonnes per ,-er. 
CS> na avtratt results of wtt9htt111 tht cauantititt conetrntd duriftl tht l .. t .,.rttr 71 and tht first tllrM .,.rttrs 1ffl. •. 
BULLETIN PET10L111 c.1.E. "°·ti 
llvteua t~tcattfa lltbdoaadlirta dtl prta llor1 drotts tt ta•••• la con ..... tton en ....,.t,1 nattonaltl 
~•t, tndtcattve COftlUlltr prtc,, ltvtla tn nattOftll cu";rtncitt • Ta••• end dutitl tacludld. 
-
Prla au 27.4.1911 
r . 




Pr .. tua Sltoltne ltgular , .. oltne Autoaotivt Ottnl lleattnt Oil ltllMl Futl Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1CIOOL , ..... 
ltlt111lut 
" 
· 12.IOO 12.160 11.262 10.112 I.OM 
''""". 
Ct 2.415 2.350 2.290 2.oss 1.615 
AllNSgne .. 145 700 615 590 sao 
. 
t'ranct ,, 1.149 1.659,20 1.574,10 1.500,50 1.117 
Irland• C lrl. 215,99 211,36 219,17 : 119,49 143,46 
Jtaltt l.lrta 339.160 310.100 305.440 292.f'!O 235.603 
. 
,., ..... Fl 122,39 
. 
776,63 742,IO 612,IO 552,12 
U.K. C .... l. 153,50 149,70 169,IO 156,30 100,m -~ 
·-
... 
.. : . 
.. 














PIIX DE VINTI DES ,tlQDUITS PETROI.IIIS 
NIX PIATIIUII AU 1 1S IIVIIU 1911 • 





IHIIIH Super IIHnce No,...le ..soil lloteur 
Prh lloi,eM Prh llo,ens Prl•.,.... 
~ llors Prh de ~ Hors Prh de Drotts Non Prll tit ~ vente ~ vente -- , .. ::- ~ Witte • • , .... ... , .... 
·. 
--IILII- CM) 13.760 13.-0 26.IOO 13.5m 12.320 25.900 7.160 11.390 11.sso 
tlllltUIIC Cir) 2.830,66 2.219,34 5.0SO 2.119,14 2.170,16 4.990 191,97 2.osa,m 2.950 
AI.I.IIIIAtla CIIO 719,64 I00,36 1.S90 714,46 m,S4 1.SS6 3S4,63 717,37 1.072 
FIAICI C ff) 2.c1J,S0 1.706,SO 3.720 1.193,30 1.616,70 3.510 1.161,40 1.531,60 2.700 
IIUIN Ck> 201,0S 192,23 393,21 200,SI 117,St Jlll,17 139,.03 193,60 332,63 
ITILII ct.I'") s21.1,o 322.110 ISO.GOO S21,.ISO m.1so 11S.OOO 61.950 211.oso 3SO.OOO 
· Nfl· IASCflJ 719,64 I00,.36 1.590 714,.46 771.,S4 1.SS6 3S4,.63 717,37 1.072 
LYAUlll-1111 Ck> 131,.00 153,.00 291,.00 1J7,.40 149,IO 216.,60 140,.SO 169,m 310,20 
I.. 
Tau• • change au 16.2.1H1 
11 • 36,2150 Fl• 6,.9025 CD• 2,2519 D11 • S,203S'FF • 1.062 Ltre1 • 2,.4455 FL.• 0,.4440 lantlo • 11.'C1$S_l lrl. . __ ._·_:.:.~~~::·/J· .. 
~~ .. --·.:.-
1 tcu. • 41,.1114 Fl• 7,91251 CD.• 2,60425 DIii. • 6,01767 ,,. -1.221,11 Lire,• 2,12114 Fl.• 0,513574 l •ntl. • 0,7002~_-l ,,,. 
.. 
PRIX DI VINTI DIS PltODUITS PITIOLllltl 
PIii PIATIIUIS •u: 25 ffYllfl 1911 
,(OIIIUSTlll.11 
.... n cuuff ... n.aoo uct> futl lourd 1.,.1. c, ...... ,c~ 
. Prb..,... 
.... ,,. llotl 
~ ..-;;;.. , .... 
IILIIIUI cm 1.640 10.240 
.......... ca, 147,79 1.157,21 
ALLEIIAGNI CIID 91,.45 611,JO 
FIANCI (ff) 421 1.451 
IILANDI Cl) 15,JO 167,70 
ITALII Ct.Ires) 60.094 275.657 
PAYS1AS C,L) 158,0I 657,JO 
IOTAllll-ull 7,.7 1S6,JO 
C1) Ltvr•t1on1 unlt•tr•• de 2000 • 5000 lltrH 















Prh ........ _ 
~ ... Prta Drotts 
----'" ... • , .... V1t1te 
-
l.1S6 l.1S6 
410 1.513 1.923 
15 • 453,.11 461,11 
1 1.090 1.091 
15,92 121,60 137,52 
1.000 216.165 217.165 
15,0I 508,.12 523,20 
1,.01 94,.91 . -· 102,92 
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OMAM EKnPOrnnov TYllOV - GAUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOORDVOERDER 
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PRISSl·MIDOHHSI • MITTIILUNG AN OIi PRISSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INfDRMATIDN A LA PRISSI 
ANAIDINDIH nA TON nno • INfDRMAZIDNI ALLA STAMPA • MIDIDHING AAN DI PIRS 
Brussels, 14th May, 1981. 
COMPIISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.95 
The weekly bulletin, puolished by the Commission gives the latest iva1lable 
data relating to the formation of prices in tht Co~munity. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 4th May 1981 the prices of crude oil end 
petroleum products hav, evolved es follows 1n current dollars: 
a) 
b) 
FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
(1) the pre-tax consumer prices for the princlpal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 97r. in t_he Community. 
c) if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
would have been 102Xinstead of 97%. 
(1) This level 1s particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely 1 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels eKpressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCliAFTEN 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITlES - COMMISSION DES COMMUNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnfTPOnH TON EYPOnAikON KOINOTHTON 




• OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 95 
WEEKLY INOICATIVE CONSIJIER PIICES LEVELS IN THE COflNUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 







Precaim gasol in1 bgular gasoline 
0 1/1000 L CZ> 1/1000 L CZ> 
Autoeotive diesel oil 
1/1000 L <Z> 
Heating oil 
1/1000 (3) 
lesidual fuel etl 
1/1000 1t1 (4) 
lel9iua 350,68 333,15 30Z.,41 Z70,90 
tenurl 34Z,11 33Z,90 324,40 291,11 
leraaftJ 332,36 312,29 305,59 260,53 
Franco 328,26 311,41 295,43 281,62 
Ireland 352,5Z 344,96 357,71 309,27 
lt•l, 327,IIO 301,18 297,60 285,40 
letherlands 336,81 318,45 292,63 268,57 
U.l. 323,16 315,10 353,67 331,21 
. 1.1.c. 
•> lleighted •ver•ge<
5> 329,45 312,95 308,~ 280,08 
., Weighted average in I 
4.5.81 /1S.1Z.78 711 701 771 931 
c> Weighted average on 
concerned products 
4.5.81 /15.1Z.78 91& . ,.. 
d) Vari•tions in I I . I I I Pl•tts QUOtations 691 711 871 871 4.5.81 /15.1Z.78 
C1> Price level: price level aost often applied and thus represent•tive •ccording to the best estiaates of 
aellber states of the oil urket in each aelllt!W state. 
CZ> ,mp Prices 













the eaperts of tllo 
C4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes per re•r• 
.<5> The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and tha first three quarters 197t. 
leltiQUI 
Dannark 






!ULLETJN PETROLJER C.E.E. N0.9S 
liveaux indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prix hors droits et taaes • la consoaaation en aonnaies national11 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - Taaes and duties eacluded. 
Prix au 4.5.1981. 
Essence Syper Essence Norule &a soil lloteur Gasoil Chauffage Fuel rtsidull 
Presiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Oiesel Heating ~il 111idu1l Fuel Otl 
1000L 1000L 1000\. 1000L TOMI 
Fl 12.800 12.160 . 11.038 9.888 8.066 
CD 2.415 2.350 2.290 2.055 1.685 
DII 745 700 685 584 495 
" 
1 .749 1.659,20 1.574,10 1.500,50 1.105 
t lrl. 215,99 211,36 219,17 1Q,49 143,46 
Ltres !65.180 ns,s20 331 .530 ]17.94l ns.sn 
Fl 839,34 793,58 729,24 669,30 567,42 
. 












PRfllf·lfDDHfllf • IITIHlUNS AN Dlf PRfllf • PRfll·RHfASf • INfORIATIII All PRfllf 
IIIIOINDIH rll JOI nno • INfDRIAZIONf Alli STIIPA • lfDfDfllNG All If PfRS 
• 
8ru11elt, 21st May, 1981. 
COf11111ISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.96 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest ivailable 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 11th May 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
•> FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 X·as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consuMer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 95% in the Community. 
c) the incr~ase in price level (95X> is identical to that in Rotterdam 
spot prices. 
. 
(1) This level 11 particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the dollar 
in telation to the various national currencies. When prices expresnd in 
national currenc;es are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely• 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attjched also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currenci~s. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR:DE EUROPIBSKE ~SSKABER - KOMM1SS10N DER ElJAOPAlScHEN GE 
COMMSSION OF THE l;UROPEAN COMMI.NTES - C01MSS10N DES COMt.U.lAlJTE ~ 
COMMISSIONE DELLE; COMNTA EUROPEE -~ VAN DE EIR)f>ESE ~~S - EfTTPOtt-t TON EYPOllAll<ON KOINOTHTON 
I 
-. 
Sell1tp pr1ce of petroleUlt products 
The Petroleum Bulletin No. 96 contains alltOftgtt other things, annexed, 
two tables whi·ch indicate at 15th March 1981 consumption price levels 
most often used, including taxes, for each of the principal petroleum 
products in the member states of the Community. 
These prices, expressed in the national currency of each "ember State, 
with an indication at the given ct.te of the rate of exchange against 
the dollar and the European Unity of Account) are made up by adding on 
the one hand the price less tax <estimated on a weekly basis 1n each of 
the Commission's Petroleum Bulletins> and the various charges and taxes 

















· TAL&.1ANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE _ SPOKESMAN'S _ 
OMAAA EKllPOlLY:IOY TYllO'i' - GRlJPPO DEL POFITAVOCE _ BUA~ ~PAROLE 
PRfSSf·Mf flflSf. MIJTfllUNG AN Dlf PRfSSf. PlfSS·RflfASf • llfBIIATIII A IA PlfSSf 
ANAIOIND~H A TON TYDO • INFDRMAZIDNf AUA STAMPA • MfDfBfllNG AAN 81 PfRS 
8ru111l1, 27th May, 1981. 
COMJll?SSION OIL 8Ul.LET?N N0.97 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
from 31st December 1978 to 18th May 1981 the prices of crude ofl and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows 1n current dollars: 
1> FOB prices for the Co•munity's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 X 11 1 result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countrhs; 
(1) b) the pre-tax consu~er prices for the principal oil products reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 93% in the Community. 
c> ff these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
would have been 92% instead of 93X. 
. i 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations 1n the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices • 
Attached also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPIEISKE FIELLESSKABER - . ' 
COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES _ COMM!~ DER EUROPAIScHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 




• OIL E.E.C. BIA.LETIN NO. 97 
IIEEICLY INOICATIVE CONSU'IEI PltlCES LEVELS IN THE COIIRUNITY. TAXES ANO DUTIES EXCI.UDEt C1) 
Prices at: 18.5.1981. 
'• 









•> Weighted average<S> 
It) W.tgllted awerag• in I 
18.5.1981/15.12.78 
c> Weighted 1ver11• on 
concerned products 
•8.5.1981115.12.18 




,Preaiua gasol 1114 l•911lar gasol t,-













Autoaotive dinel oil lleatint oil 
1/1000 L CZ> 1/1000 (3) 
300,ZO 269,JO 
... 













Residual fuel otl 












C1) Price l•vel: prtce l•vel aost often appli•d and thus r•presentativ• according to the best esti .. tes of the experts oft .. 
... ber states of the oil urket in each aelltllt state. · 
CZ> Pump Prices 
<l> Prices for dellv•ries of 2,000 - 5,000 lttr••' 
C4) Prices for deliveries l•ss than 2,000 tonnes ~r aonth or less than 24,000 tonnes ~r ,ear. 









put.LETIN PETROLIEI C.E.E. NO. 97 
•lveaua indicattfs hebcloudaires des pria llors droits et taxes 6 la consoaaation en aonnates national•• 
VeeklJ indicative consua.r prlc•• lev•ls in national currenci•• - T•••• and duties excluded. 
Pris au 18.5.1981. 
bsenc. s..,., EsHnce Norule &asoH Not•ur lasotl Chauffe .. Fud rtsiduel 
Preaiua &asoline legular &asoltne Autoaotive Diesel Heating OH leslclual Fuel Oil 
1000L 10CIOL 10CICIL 10CICIL , ... 
.. 13.120 12.480 
' 
11.214 10.060 7.669 
Ct 2.580 2.515 2.345 2.110 1.645 
Ill 744 699 694 589 495 
, . 
" 
1.749 1.659,20 1.574,10 1.500,50 1.105 
It lrl. 215,99 211,36 219,17 •. 189,49 14" ,80 
u, .. 365,180 335.520 331~530 318.089 238.216 
Fl 856,29 810,53 719,07 658,30 567,42 
. 
It Antl. 152,50 148,70 167,80 159,50 104,70 
-







PREISE·IEBBEUllE • IITTHlUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·RHHSE • INfllllTIII Ill PREIIE 
IIIHINDII HI TII IYRI • INfORMAZIDNE Alli STIMPI • IEIEBEUNG 111 BE PEIi 
! 
i Brussels, 4 June 1981' 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN NO. 98 tj l/ / ~ 'I/ 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data rel~ting to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 25th May 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
inc~eases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 92 % in the Community. 
c) the increa~e in price level (92 %) is identical to that in Rotterdam 
spot prices. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Att,ched also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPA:ISKE FJEL.LESSKABER - KOMM1SS10N DER EI.JROPAISCtEN GEMENSCHAFTEN 
COM\tSSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES ~S EU'lClf'EENI\ES - Ef1TPOllH TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
COMMISSIOIIE DELLE COM.NTA EUROPEE - COMMSSIE VAN DE EUROPESE GEMEENSCHAPPEN 











OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN NO. 98 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSIIIER PRICES LEVELS IN THE COfUIUNITY. TAXES ANt DUTIES EXCLUOED (1) 
















b) Weighted average in I 
25.5.81 /15.12.78 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
35.5.81 ·/15.12.78 
· d) Variations in I 
Platts quotations 
25.5.81 /15.12.78 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 L (2) 
343,10 326,16 








66" 67 X 
63 X 64 " 
1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (3) 1/1000 kg (4) 
296,88 266,33 195,53 
321,89 289,63 225,80 
299,58 254,26 213,68 
. 
282,67 269,46 198,43 
345,74 298,92 225,27 
288,28 276,60 207,74 
279,03 255,45 220,18 
348,20 332,01 219,34 
300,08 272,48 209,86 
73 X 88" 120 X 
92 X 
84" 84" 124 X 
(1) Price level : price level aost often applied and thus representative according to the best esti .. tes of the e1111erts of the 
aeaber states of the oil aarket in each aellbll"state. 
(2) Puap Prices 
U> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres' 
(4) Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per aonth or less than 24,000 tCIIIIWS per year. -
(5) The average results of veightir111 the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first thr .. quarters 1979. 
1.: - / 
pULLETIN PETROLIER C.E.E. N0.98 
liveaua indicatifs hebdoaadaires des prta hors drotts et taaes • la consoaaatton en aonnaies n.ttonales 
lleekly indicative consumer prices levels in natior\al currencies - Taaes and duties ••eluded. 
.. Pria au 25.5.81 
Esunce Super Essence NorNle Gasoi l lloteur lasoil Chauffage Fuel rfsiduel Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline Autoaotive Diesel 
.. 1DOOL 1DOOL . 1000L 
HHting Oil lesidual Fuel Oil 
. 1000L Tonne 
lelglque fl 12.960 12.320 11.214 10.060 7.386 
taneaark CD 2.580 2.515 2.345 2.110 1.645 
AllHagne DII 760 715 694 " 589 495 
France FF 1.749 1.659,20 1.574, 10 1.500,50 1. 105 
lrllnde I lrl. 215,99 211,36 219, 17 189,49 
. 142,80 
Ital le Llres 365,180 335.520 331.530 318.099 238.901 
.. , ..... Fl 856,29 810,53 719,07 658,30 567,42 
u.ic. I Angl. 151,60 147,80 167,80 160 105,70 






















TALSMANDENS GRUPPE - SPRECHERGRUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP - GROUPE DU PORTE-PAROLE 
OMAM EKnPOronoY TYnoY - GRUPPO DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN DE WOOADVOERDER 
PRESSE·MEDDEU1SE • MITTEllUNG AN DIE PRESSE • PRESS·REUASE • INFORMATION A lA PRESSE 
ANAIDINDIH rlA TON nno • INFORMAZIONE AllA STAMPA • MEDEDEUNG AAN DE PERS 
Brussels, 11 June 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.99 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest ~vailable 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Comm,ssion considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 1st of June 1981 the prices of crude oil and 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars : 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173 X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer prices for the principal oil products(1) reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 92 % in the Community. 
c) the increase in price Level (92 %) is identical to that in Rotterdam 
spot prices. 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar 
in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attrched also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
·' 
I 
KOMMISSIONEN FOR DE EUROPJEISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTEN 
COMMISSION QF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES - COMMISSION DES COMMJNAUTES EUROPEENNES - EnlTPOOH TON EYPOnAiKON KOINOTHTON 















OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.99 
WEEKLY INDICATIVE CONSUflllR PRICES LEVELS IN Tltl C9'!!UNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES IXCLUOED (1) 













b) Weighted average in I 
1.6.1981115.12.71 
c) Weighted average on 
concerned products 
·1.6.1981'115.12. 71 
















Regular gasoline Autoaotive diesel oil Heating oil 
1/1000 L (2> 1/1000 L (2) 1/1000 (J) 
325,08 299,28 268,88 
343,81· 320,57 288,44 
307,65 298,62 252,58 
299,71 284,33 271,04 
333,32 345,63 298,83 
289,92 286,48 274,88 
317,66 286,85 263,13 
303,36 346,76 330,64 
305,91 300,12 272,32 
66 X 73 X 88 X 
92 X 
67 X 83 X 83 X 
· Residual fuel ot l 












C1> Price level: price level aost often applied and thus representatfve according to the best esti .. tes of the eaperts of the 
~r 1,~tes of the oil aarket in each .. ..,. state. 
CZ> Puap Prices 
CJ> Prices for deliveries of 2,000 - 5,000 litres .. 
C4> Prices for deliveries less than 2,000 tonnes per IIOl'lth,or less than 24,000 tonnes per year. 
C5) The average results of weighting the quantities concerned during the last quarter 78 and the first three quarters 1979. 
puLLETJN PETROLJER C.E.E. NO. 99 
liveau• indicatifs hebdoaadaires des pria hors drotts et taaes 6 le CCll'ISOl!aatlon en aonnales netlonalet I' 
Weekly indicative consuaer prices levels in national currencies - ,aaes and duties ••eluded. 
Pria au 1.6.1981 
Essence Super Essetice Noreale &asoil lloteur &asoil Chauffage Fuel rtsiduel 
Preaiua Gasoline Regular Gasoline AutOllotive Diesel HHting Oil Residual Fuel Oil 
1000L 1000L 1000L 1000L Tonne 
Belgique FB 12.960 12.320 11.342 10.190 7.386 
D1neaark CD 2.580 2.515 2.345 2.110 1.645 
All1Hgne D" 760 715 694 587 492 
France FF 1.749 1.659,20 1.574,10 J.500,50 1.105 
Irlande l Jrl. 215,99 211,36 219,17 189,49 142,80 
ltalie Li res 365.180 335.520 331.530 318.110 238.581 
Pays-Bas Fl 866,46 820,70 741, 10 679,80 556, 12 
. 






TALSMANDENS GfU'PE - SPRECHEAGAUPPE - SPOKESMAN'S GROUP -
-OMA!!,/;. EKnPOrnllOY TYllOI' - GRLff'() DEL PORTAVOCE - BUREAU VAN ~~PAROLE 
PRISSl·MIIIHHSI • MITTHLUNG AN Ill PRHSI • PRISS·RIUASI • INFORMATION A LA PRISSI 
ANHDIN~IH na TON TYRO • INFORMAZIONI ALLA STAMPA. MIIIIHING AAN II PIRS 
Brussels, 18th June 1981 
COMMISSION OIL BULLETIN N0.100 
The weekly bulletin, published by the Commission gives the latest available 
data relating to the formation of prices in the Community. 
The Commission considers that these bulletins should contribute to greater 
transparency as regards Community oil markets. 
From 31st December 1978 to 8 June 1981 the prices of crude oil a~d 
petroleum products have evolved as follows in current dollars: 
a) FOB prices for the Community's average external supplies of crude oil rose 
by 173X as a result of the decisions taken by the oil exporting countries; 
b) the pre-tax consumer -prices for the principal oil products<1> reflected 
increases in price for crude oil and imported finished products to the 
extent that they increased by an average of around 84 % in the Community. 
c> if these prices had been in line with the Rotterdam spot prices, the figure 
would have been 88% instead of 84 % • 
(1) This level is particularly sensitive to variations in the value of the dollar in relation to the various national currencies. When prices expressed in 
national currencies are constant over a given period, appreciation of the 
dollar results in a fall in prices expressed in dollars, while conversely a 
decline in the value of the dollar leads to a rise in dollar prices. 
Attlched also, one table which indicates consumption price levels expressed in 
the national currencies. 
~c~~~OFN Fr~-DE EUROPA:ISKE FJELLESSKABER - KOMMISSION DER EUROPAISCHEN GEMEINSCHAFTE. 
VIVIIV"°"""' Mt: EUROPEAN CQMMU\ITIES - COMMSSKJN DES N COMMISSK)NE DELLE COMUNITA EUROPEE - COWMSS1E VAN DE ~~:~NES - EfllTPOrl-l TON EYPOllAIKON KOINOTHTON 
...... ,...,, 
OIL E.E.C. BULLETIN N0.100 
IIEEICLY INDICATIVE CONSIIIER PIICES LEVELS IN THE COIIIUNITY. TAXES AND DUTIES EXCLUDED (1) 
Prices et: 8.6.1981" 
-lelgtua 
hnNrll. 







•> Weighted everege<S> 
la) llelghttd anrage in I 
8.6.1981 /15.12.71 
c> Velghttd av,rege on 
concerned products 
.8.6.1981 ·/15.12. 71 
d) Verietiont in I 
Plett, quotetions 
8.6.1981 /15.12.71 
,Preaiua gesol i'" 












R1911ler gesoline Autoaotive dienl 'oil IIHttng oil 
111000 L <2) 1/1000 L <2> 1/1000 (]) 
321,5'3 286,70" 257,58 
329,33 305, 11 276,30 
Z95,08 286,42 242,26 
288,79 274,17 261,35 
318,84 330,62 285,85 
277,74 274,44 263,33 
304,.35 274,83 252,10 
281,73 324,25 313,42 
-
292,07 286,85 261,02 
59 X 65 X 80 X 
84 X 
67 X 80. X 80 X 
hsiduel fuel oil 













(1) Price level: price level IIOSt often applied end thus reprtsehtet;ve according to tht best esti .. tts of tht 111111rts of tht 
,..., .. utts of the oil .. rket in Hch •lll:llr stete. 
<2> Pullp Prices 
(3) Prices for deliveries of 2,000 • 5,000 lit res' 
(4) Price, for deliveries less then 2,000 tonne• per IIOftth or less then 24,000 tonnes per yeer. 
(5) The everege results of 111ighting the quentitie, concerned during the lest quarter 71 end the first three quarters 1979. 
·~· . '. 
.. ,,,.,. 
hfteeark 






pullEflN PETROLIER C.E.E, NO. 100 
llveeua indlcettfs hebdoa41datre, des pris hors droits et ta1e1 • la consoaaation en aonnaies nationates 
Veekl1 indicetive consuaer prices levels in national curr..u:ie1 - Teaes and duties excluded. 
' Prb eu 1.6.1981 
E111nce Suoer Essence Noraale 
,, .. 11111 Gasoline Regular Gasoline 
1000L 1000L 
,. 13.360 12.720 
CD ,. 2.580 2.515 
... 760 715 
" 
1.749 1.659,20 
( lrl. 215,99 211,36 
Llres 365. 180 335.520 
Fl 866,46 820,70 
. 

























Fuel rtst .. l 
Residllltl Fuel Oil 
Tonne 
7,386 
1.645 
492 
1.105 
142,80 
238,561 
556,12 
108,90 
I 
.. 
' r 
I 
' 
t 
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